
NV COUER CLÉMENTINE
LA PÉTILLANTE BRUT ROSÉ 

WINEMAKER:  Jean Christophe Audéoud
REGION:  Côtes de Provence - France
VARIETALS:  Grenache
MATURATION: Stainless Steel
ANALYSIS:  11.6% alc/vol  |   pH: 3.21  |   TA 6.09 g/L  |  12 g/L   

VINEYARDS: With 26 centuries of winemaking experience Provence is the oldest 
winegrowing region in France, and the first to produce Rosés. The Grenache for Coeur 
Clémentine’s La Pétillante Brut Rosé is sourced from three distinct hillside vineyards in Var.

WINEMAKING: Couer Clémentine maintains a late night/early morning harvest when 
temperatures are coolest. Under the watchful eye of winemaker, Jean Christophe Audéoud 
the grapes are gently pressed when still cool with minimal skin contact. The primary 
fermentation is cool and long to preserve the delicate floral and fruit flavors. The still wine 
is then fermented slowly a second time to create the fine effervescence. The wine is left on 
secondary lees to build texture and palate weight before being bottled.

TASTING NOTES: The wine shows an impressive fine bead structure with long lasting 
effervescence. Aromas of summer berries and citrus are complemented by a sweet floral 
nuance. The palate is lively and refreshing with delicate fruit flavors and balanced acidity. 
Delicious on its own as an apéro, it is also an excellent partner for summer salads, white fish 
with Asian flavors as well as dessert cheeses. 

ABOUT COUER CLÉMENTINE: Coeur Clémentine is the result of the decades-long 
friendship of its founders, Steve Veytia and Pierre Arosteguy, and their shared passion 
for the wines of Provence. Steve, a native of St. Helena, California and Pierre, the 5th 
generation owner of the oldest family run epicerie in France, Maison Arosteguy in Biarritz, 
launched their first vintage in 2008 and the wines have gone on to win numerous awards. 
Coeur Clémentine’s grapes are grown in what many believe to be the best soil and sought 
after fruit in the region, called “The Golden Triangle.” From soil and vine management, 
through to bottling, Coeur Clémentine’s processes are all natural and focused on providing 
premium quality.
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